Introduction.
Let 5 be a semigroup with discrete topology, m(S) the space of bounded real functions on S with the sup. norm, and m(S)* the conjugate Banach space of m(S). <p'Em(S)* is a mean if \\<p'\\ =1, and (<£',/) = 0 whenever/ = 0. A mean <p' is said to be left invariant if (d>', Uf) = (d>',f) for all sES and fEni(S), where the left translation l3 of m(S) by s is given by (hf)(sx) =f(ssx). The set of left invariant means on S is denoted by Ml'(S). If Ml'(S) is not empty, we say 5 is left amenable.
When 5 is left amenable it is natural to ask how big is the set Ml'(S). Day [l] started the investigation by showing that an infinite abelian group has more than one left invariant means. Luthar [6] and Granirer [4] , [5] then searched for the necessary and sufficient conditions for a semigroup to have a unique left invariant mean. Among other things, they obtained the following two results:
(1) If 5 is any abelian semigroup with no finite ideal (which is the case if 5 has cancellation and is infinite) then there are <p', ip'EMl' (S) such that ll^'-t^'U =2, cf. [6] ;
(2) If S is an infinite left amenable left cancellation semigroup, then the dimension of the linear span of Ml'(S) is infinite, cf. [4] . The purpose of this paper is to prove the following Theorem.
Let S be an infinite left amenable semigroup with cancellation. Then there exists a set EEMl'(S) satisfying: (1) card E = 2C card S, where c is the cardinality of the continuum, (2) each <p'EE is an extreme point of Ml'(S), and
This theorem is a generalization of the results quoted above for the case that S has cancellation.
For (3) we shall actually construct the set E in such a way that for distinct <f>' and -fy' in E, their supports are disjoint, considered as measures on the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete set S. Since every left amenable, right cancellation, finite semigroup is actually a group and every finite group has a unique left invariant mean, we have as a consequence of the above theorem the following Corollary. Let S be a left amenable semigroup with cancellation.
Then card Ml'(S) = 1 or = 2C. It is one if and only if S is finite (and hence is a group).
By our theorem, the additive semigroups of positive integers has exactly 2° left invariant means. Even for this special case, our result seems to be new.
Preliminaries
and notation. In this paper we only consider semigroups with discrete topology. Let 5 be a semigroup. The StoneCech compactification of 5 is denoted by @S. It is well known that m(S) and C(BS), the space of real-valued continuous functions on |85, are isomorphic as Banach spaces. If <p'Em(S)*, then it corresponds to a unique real Borel measure <j> on @S. The correspondence is characterized by (<p', f)=J$sfd<t>, where fEm(S) and / denotes its continuous extension to $S. In the sequel, for <p'Eni(S)*, <p will always denote the corresponding measure. In particular, we denote by Ml(S) the set of measures corresponding to Ml'(S). In this paragraph we shall collect some topological facts of the space j3S. These facts will be used later without any further explana- For each sES, we have a continuous mapping s~ of S into /35 defined by s~(sx) =ssx, SxES. s~ has a unique continuous extension to f3S. The extended mapping will also be denoted by s~. We shall need the following Lemma 2.1. Let S be an infinite left cancellation semigroup. Then:
(1) For sES and BES, s~B"' = (sB)~. In particular, s~S~ES*.
(2) For each sES, s~ is one-one on j3S.
Proof.
(1) Let aEB\ Then there is a net sa in B such that oj = lim sa. Since s~ is continuous, 5~co = lim s~saE(sB)~. On the other hand, since «(££, sa is not eventually a constant. But 5 satisfies the left cancellation law, the net s~sa = .?5a is not eventually a constant either. Thus 5~« = lim s~saES, since 5 is discrete, and hence, s~co E(sB)\ Conversely, assume cox = hmssaE(sB)~, where saEB for each a. Choose a subnet s$ such that « = lims,s exists. Clearly co£5. Thus ux = lim ssp = s~w E s~B .
(2) Assume «i, co2£j35, coi^w2. Choose a subset BES such that c<>i£P~ and u2E(S\B)~.
Then s~coxE(sB)-and s~co2E(s(S\B) )~.
Now since S has left cancellation, sBC\s(S\B) = 0 and hence, (sB)-f}(s(S\B) )~ = 0. Thus s~o>x^s~co2 and s~ is one-one on l3S.
Notation. If X is a convex subset of a vector space, then ex X denotes the set of all extreme points of X.
If /x is a Borel measure on a compact space then the support of p will be denoted by supp p. If A is a set, | A \ will denote the cardinality of A.
3. The main theorem.
Main theorem. Let S be an infinite left amenable semigroup with cancellation. Then there is a set EEMl(S) such that
(1) \E\ £2«|S|, Proof. We shall construct such a set A by transfinite induction. If a is an ordinal number, then \a\ will denote the cardinality of a. Let ao be the first ordinal number satisfying | a0| = | S\.
Choose XxES. Assume a is an ordinal number, a<aioi and assume that we have chosen xeES for all @<a. Set x« = {ypiy^h'-& < a and yei -x^ or x^ \ ■ Note that if a is finite then Xa is finite and if a is not finite then \Xa\ =\oi\ < | ao| • Thus wecan choose xaES\Xa.
Thus by induction,
we have a set A = {xa:a<a0} C-Swith | A | = | S|. We want to show that A is a thin set in 5. Indeed, fix slt s2ES, Sx 7^s2, and then fix an element SxXa = s2xsEsiAr\s2A, if there is any. Now let SxXai = s2x^l be an arbitrary element in SxAC\s2A. Then s2~1sx = xpx~l = xp1x~1. If there is an ordinal number yET = {a, /3, ax, j3i} such that 7 is strictly larger than all the other elements of T, then xyEXy which is a contradiction.
Since sx^s2 we have a^/3 and ax^Px-Thus there are only three possible relations between the pairs (a, /3), (ax, ft): (1) ax=a and ft=ft (2) ft = a and then ax is uniquely determined by xai=xaX01xa, and (3) ai=ft then ft is uniquely determined by X0, =xpXa1xp. Thus we have actually proved that if sl?£s2 then |si^n^| =3. If A is an infinite thin subset of a cancellation semigroup S then S has at least 22 nonempty, mutually, disjoint closed, invariant sets.
And consequently, we would have a better main theorem, namely, we could change (1) in the main theorem to:
(1)' |P| = 22'S|. Unfortunately, we can only prove the conjecture for the case M|=Ko. there exist at most countably many tES such that sBr\tBj£0.
Indeed, if there exists an uncountable set DES such that tED implies tBC\sB^0, then for a certain element bEB, sb is in uncountably many tB, say sbEtB, for tEDx, and |l>i| >fto-Since B is countable, there exists tx, kEDx, bxEB, such that txT^h and sb = txbx = t2bx-This is impossible, since we have right cancellation on S. Thus each equivalence class is at most countable. Remarks.
(1) If 5 is countable then the proof is much easier and we do not need to assume that S has right cancellation.
(2) We have actually proved that if w£C then o(w)~ is homeomorphic to ftS. 
